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1. Submitted herewith is the final report on the AMCOR I mission. The
report covers the period from approximately 15 March to I May. An account of
the events leading to the cancellation of the Mission is submitted as an annex.

PERSONNEL .

• 2. Non-Staff. During the final period, the activists in training for the
mission were CAMPOSAIITOS 2, 4, 6 and 5. CANPOSANTO 2 Was to serve as principal
WT operator with CAMPOSANTO 4 as his assistants while the other two men wereto be *Vats and eventual residents. CAMPOSANTO 5 was dismissed from the train-
ing group at his own request in mid-April. Essentially, his resignation was
motivated by his reluctance to go on a dangerous mission with CAPOSANTO 2, of
whom he was personally not fond and whose leadership he distrusted. Mien the
mission was cancelled Shortly before dispatch-time as a result of CAMPOSANTO 210

.outrageous behavior, the latter was also dismissed. In addition to the trainees,
CAMERAS 6 and 7 were attached to the training group as house manager and cook
respectively.

3. Staff. The case officers directly assigned to the tra4ni group were

Caw officer, was responsible to;t:L4Orationel t aspects of th p::j:::
(plans, legends, area briefing, tradecreft etc. ),fl

--	

ti} who lived with
the trainees in the gatehouse also handled *origin opera onal matters as
well as administration and coordination of the training programme,
beeause of his special knowledge, was in charge of pare-military traiiing and
equipment. Of course, there was considerable overlapping of functions. All
three officers took turns at the onerous job of escorting the trainees on
recreational weekends.

TRAINING

4. PhiSioal. Until the last two weeks before the scheduled diSpateh l an
effort was made to give the trainees at least an hpur of p/T daily. This con,-
sistedASSfO stflduf ffIlMiya4T exercises (with special emphasis, however, onPECLIF
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those useful to parachute jumpers) followed hyinnning for periods of up to
twenty minutes. On days when regular P/T was net possible, the trainees

.played volley4all instead. By dispatch-time all three of the trainees Were
in reasonably good physical condition; OAMPOSANTO 6, as a formsr.Ohysical
culture stUdent, was best & OAMPOSANTO 2 was adequate despite his heavy
smoking and . a chronic bronchial condition. OAMPOSANTO 4 caused some concern,
however: although apparentlustrong, he was poorly coordinated, and had eon-
sequently suffered a series of sprained ankles, dislocated dhoulders, and
similar mishaps. He was also ill on several occasions	 although judging
from the symptoms of his behavior, it is likely, that these illnesses were
Psychogenetic. even he, however, was considered fit to make . a. jump hy dis-
patch-tine. In the beginningl_all the case officers stoutly participated in
PIT, but after a week or so ,L	 77ndt:	 -;.opped out alleging the

press of ether responsibilities.

5, Tradecraft. Because of the nature of.the.planned operation, con-
siderable stress was put an Clandestine communications and less on other as-
pests ofT/C. In addition to theoretical lectures delivered hy the case offi-

cers and consultants, the trainees were given extensive practice in selecting,
reporting onpand servieing dead drops. Attention was also devoted to the use

of safety, danger and recognition signals. Some time was spent in the study
of eliciting information from unwitting persons, but very little onrecruiting.
This was deliberate, as the ease officers--in accordance with the operational
plan-.wanted to discourage recruiting--at least until the final phases of the
operation.

6. Although they all achieved a mechanical understanding of T/C, none of
the.trainees :metered its principles or fully accepted the necessity of its
application in their proposed operation. This was, no doubt, due to the kind
of motivation that impelled them to 'undertake such a mission in the first
place: OAMPOBANTOS 4 and 6, Cape:dal-1Y, appeared largely to be motivated trf
the simple emotions of hatred and revenge—emotions that are likely to demand
an outlet in public violence rather than in the secret statagems of clandestine

operations.

7. 111140040 and Reception. Since the trainees had already completed
their basic airborne training, they did only brush-up work in this field

during the final period. One new aspect of despatch training was, however,

taken Cp.. This concerned post-drop orientation. It was realized that inade-
quate map coverage and poor visibility would combine to make the location of

a pin-point D2 by the air crew highly problematical. Instead of using a
single Da, the idea was advanced of using a 10-20 kilometre Dropping Strip
alOng which there would be several possible D2'. The aircraft would fly

along this Strip and drop the activists :over whichever DZ appeared'mostsuitabae.

[ICkt •
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Ar timing the length of the flight from a recognisable IP • to the actual -DZ
with a stopwatch and combining this figure with the aircraft's speed and
azimuth, the activists could arrive at 4 fairly accurate determination of

'tivilr ground lecation.

0. In view of the possibility of a Pali resupply drop, considerable
.attention was devoted to the various aspects of reception training. After
studying the theory of DZ selection, reporting and servicing, the trainees
participated in. "several live exercises, in which they set out flare-paths; and

: fore
fioldt	 bandies. In oalaboration With the MBA-Airborne Sec-
tiOn	

.

	

lAritaoied &Simplified DI reporting 	 suitable for W/T
brei4048ting. Minimal training was also given in•the use of•the..MiC44.

9. Fieldcraft and Survival. A. the operational plan called for the group
to establish a black base, maximal training in fieldoraft and . Sdrvival tech-
niquee was clearly, of highest 'importance. . Unfortunately, none of the ease
officers Was versed in these natterii• and 0AOZTA , 1, the only man who was, was
ill:41ring most of the reporting period. The only English-language,survival'
training,materials:on . hand Were a4107 Scout manual and a small Air 'Wee pamphlet.
Fortunately,. a:stlidy prepared .tif 04ROAOU in Russian and an extremely useful
Soviet:exploreeshandbook, the.krastoputesheetierinika braeveda4 per-
mitted the trainees to,do . a certain amount of . home:stuAy. - The weli.40Ole	 •

antabM2aWlass.however k :was . available only in An abridged German trans.!.
lation.'• But Oven had specialistpereonnel • and . ndequate training materials - been -
Strailable, : prOper instruction-in.-this fieldwoildetill have been difficult, as
VAMPO$A$TOS - 2 and 4 -- who were to man the black base and thus needed it most-
Were fully. occupied with their WIT and cipher training. As it was, they picked
up bits and pieces of the necessary training•in.theeVenings and during the •

combined.field-exereises.

10. .y/Tand Cipher.. Under the direction °AL	 OAMPOSANTO6
.Zandliseatiefactokily rounded out their . Homo preparation. CAIPOSO 4, who
1.18A.Bleted . to be an emergent* operator-, was given thomininal necessary training
In condensed form. ion ' this, however, required his full-time application* He
was etusily:discouragedvand COMPlained thatJukumuld . be only half-trained
0emwand.half!...trained in the other aspects Of his preparation and would thus
be neither fish nor fowl, and, in effect,. gOod for nothing.. There was,. unfor-
tunately, some truth in this, but under the circumstances,. nothing could be
done about it. He was, of course, assured that, as an emergency Operator, he
would-play a vole of vital importance. As it later turned out, another factor
in this matter was CAMPO3AN40.4 1 esecret hope that, as a fulIp.00mpetet Oper-
ator With his own signal. plan, he and. 0AMPOSA2TQ 6. would be able to work inde-
pendently of 0AMPOSANTO-2.
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11. OAMPOSANTO 2, although careless and occasionally absent-minded (once
or twice he left his crystals behind when be went on a field problem), had
already become one of the most proficient operators trained at CSOB/K. So far
as En was concerned, he spent the last month and a half in continued practice
of his sending technique through onm.the-air contacts with LIMBER. These more
made either from the gatehouse or from the Iield.0	 -r]also tatght him
the elements of set maintenance. Shortly before the groups departure from
csogtx, a team from LIMBER briefed him and CAMPOSANTO 4 on their primary and
alternate signal plans. The introduction by Comma during the last Week of
new on-the-air procedure intended to simulate Soviet traffiesmrs closely
caused CAMPOSANTO 2 some difficulty as it was radically different from the one
he had learned--bat this too was satisfactorily mastered.

• 12. During the final period of his star at CSOB/K, CAMPCSANTO 2 spent a
great deal of time learning his danger and control indicators and in the encipherment
and decipherment of practice traffic. The control indicators and case-officer
ehalbnirm were quite elaborate, and required lengthy study on CAMPOSANTO 2's
part	 especially as his memory is not good. Since, other things being equal,
the Soviets would be in an ideal position to mount a successful playback opera-
tion with CAMPOSANTO 2, it was felt that pains should be taken to devise a eye.-
ten of detection-proof indicators and challenges. It is to to feared that those
worked WO—	-1yould not have proven entirely successful in this regard.

13. Shortly before the group's departure from CSOB/K, CAMP/STA 2 (largely
at the instigation of CAMPOSANTO 2) requested permission to incorporate special
CAMBISTA 1 indicators in the WT traffic. These indicators, as CAMBISTA 2
candidly admitted, were intended to servo as a guarantee that the Americans
were not withholding messages from him and that his messages to CAMPOSANTO 2
vere being transmitted. CAMBISTA 2 stated that this guarantee was needed not so
much for himself as for CAEPOSANTO 2 and the leadership of CAMBISTA I, and, as
evidence of his own trust of the Americans, he expressed his willingness to give
us an advance supply of his indicators so that, in an emergency, messages could
be sent in his absence. From the field's standpoint, it was felt that--since
we honestly intended to show almost all the traffic to CAXECESTA 2 in any case--
there would to no barn in permitting the use of independent indicators so long
as they did not conflict with, or vitiate ours. COMMA 2 was told, however,
that certain kinds of operational information, e.g., la t is and flight times,
would naturally have to be withheld. To this he readily agreed. Actuality
CAMBISTA 2 attached much less importance to this whole matter than did CANPO-
SANTO 2, who even wanted to go ect far as to include the special heading, "To
the Government of the Belorussian People's Republic:" in each message so that
no one could later accuse him of having been an American agent!
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14. Photograngc. According to the operational plan, one of the pri-
mary tat** of the ABQUOR I was to ha** been the ColleCtion of operational
data, With especial emphasis on document intelligences indeed, this eas to
have been their only intelligence tat*. While much : of the needed document
intelligence could be transmitted by W/T0 photograph, would, of course, be
of even greater Value. A11 of the CAMPOSANTO Is were' consequently, trained
in the photography of documents under natural light conditions. The camera
that they trained with (and that they were to have taken with them) was the
M14a, with measuring chain and lightieter. Although, in some quarters, this
Camera is dismissed as a toy, tests have shown that there is One better for
clandestine document phetographr under conditions ehere bulky and elaborate
equipment cannot be used. The trainees had originally requested Weep but,
as these demands were clearly not based on the requirements of the mission
tut simply on the notion that the Lei, : was well-known/expensive, and hen,q,
deeirable, they were turned down.. It was, of course, painfully realised
that document photographs--however exceLlent--Woad be of small value unless
some means could be devised to **filtrate then. Sven so, document photography
was considered worthwhile; some day, POMP*, it might be poisitae to eXfil.!,
trate the exposed (hut undeveloped) film by leaving it in a dead drop in,
say, likRANOVICRI, to be picked up by a courier operating Under officer-on-
leave cover from BBRLIN.

• 13. Secret Writing. Under the gUidance of specialists from TAD who
visited CSOB/K from time to time, all three of the trainees were given ade-
quate training in this subject. CAMOSANTO 6 'mast more time on S/W than
the others* as it was to be his sole method of commenication.

16. Miscellaneous. At their awn request, the trainees were instructed
in the driving of automobiles ,pdtrucks and motorcycles.

XESSIONPBSPARATION

X7. gemti.2.....Asnal. Briefly euMmarised, the mieeion of the ALQUOM
team was to have been a) to gather operational data and, b) to begin laying
the foundations of a Viable, long4erm operational support structure in the

western part of the Belorussian SSR. The tea:neap to Concern itself neither
with espionage nor with clandestine action operations. The accomplishment
of such a mission requires both a secure base and Contact with the local
population. Other operations in the past have enjoyed one or the other, but
=MOB I would halo* been the first in which both could have been achieved in
a black base-cum.outside resident combination.

18. Ideally, such a mission would require at least fourmen.and prefer-
ably five (two base WIT operators, and two or three scouts, one or two of whom



meld eventually beetle outside residents). When the defection of CANFOSANTO
5 left onlY .thres me there was some question as to the advisability of mounting
the misOion. it with the arrival at 08081/K of GAXPOSANTOS 8 and 9, a solution
was found that mould not require abandonment of the original operational plant
OAMPOsAri02 2/ 4. and 6 would be despatched in the spring to lay the ground-
work during the summer =laths, and CAMPOSANTOS 8 and 9 (who, in the 'meantime,
*Would Complete their training) would be sent in as reinforcements in the fall.

19. Aseording to the plan, the operation was to have progressed **aims.
In the early phases, the first team was to set up the black base, reconnoitre
the surrouding area, and likewise select and report back on a number of DZIe
eatable for Sall use by the second teon. LaterGAMPOSANTO 6 was to attempt
to legalise hims elf near* while GA1TOSANTOS 2 and 4 remained in the forest to
man the bee*. After the arrival of the reinforcements, one other man was to
attempt legalisition. Once established on the eutside, CAMPOSANTO 6, and the
other resident were to communicate with the base solely by dead drops through
which . they would send operational data and spotting reports on possible can.
didatee. Recruitment itself was not to be attempted until much later, and then,
not by the residents but by one of the base-men on a flying basis. Cnnd4dates
Were, fertherfore, to be recruited solely to carry out support functions, e.g.,
aocomodation addressee; and mere, as far as possible, to be kept unwitting of
the anti-Soviet nature of their work. "Go slowly and travel farther" was to be
the guiding slogan. .

20. Swill, in brief, was the operational plan as it was worked out by the
case officers and presented on numerous occasions to CAMBISTA 2 end the trainees.
Although local conditions would, of course, dictate modifications, the case
Officers were convinced that basically it was a good and viable plan; GMBISTA 2
found it unobjectionable, but as despatch-time drew close, it became increasingly
clear that the trainees entertained intentions in respect of their operational
activity that by no means accorded with it. OAMPOSANTO 6 was intent on returning
to his home area in Eastern Belorussia—an idea that CAMPOSANTO 4 also favored-
and GAMPOSANTO 2 seemed interested in settling down in one of the towns of Western
Belorussia. None of them was keen on the idea of living in a black base. Here
again, the reluctance of the trainees to accept the operational plan can probably
be ascribed to a motivation that inclined them to prefer direct action to the
dull and uncomfortable life of a forest base. The case officers tried to counter
this tendency by Pointing out the folly of singleton expeditions on the one hand,
and expounding the black base-cum.resident theory on the other. It is likely
that the trainees would eventually have been wholeheartedly won over had not
GAMBISTA 2 seen fit to suggest during the final briefings that the team need stay
in the forest no longer than would be necessary for them to get their bearings.
A fear that GAMMA shared with the case officers was that CAMBOSANTO 2 would
prove as unwilling to accept direction once he reached Belorussia as he had been
while in training. CAMBISTA 2 finally expressed himself as satisfied on this
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Seere; : the case officers,. however, Were not over4 sanguine in respect of
faithful adherence to the operational plan by the aotivists.

21, l4e044a and Documentation* For legend purposes, each trainee's
We was divided into three periods& a) from birth to the German attack in
1941, b) from 1941 to demobilization, and e) from demobilisation to the present.
In general, the pre-war legends presented little difficulty; with suitable
modifications, they followed the trainees' actual lives. The wartime and
military legends were, however, a more complicated matter as they involved the
juggling of several factors. First, to avoid the stigma of political un-
reliability attaching to those who had lived under German occupation, matters
had to be arranged so that the activists were either in the interior when the
attack started or were evacuated ahead of the enemy advance; and secondly, con-
formity with our sparse demobilization information and our even more Limited
choice of dates and places of issue for post-war civilian documentation forced
a Procrustean chopping and stretching of the activists' lives. War-time service
in the arntr was necessary as exeinptions were extrenely rare for men of the
activists' age and would have drawn undesirable attention to thene-and, in any
case, exemplars of exemption documentation were net available. The military
legends to have been used by the team members were all supplied by =VER. Two
of them were leftovers that had origina14 been intended for other agents. In
keneral, the military legends were no more than skeletal, contained awkward gaps,
and were occasionally contradictory .. Thus, according to their legends, GAMPOSANTOS
2 and 4 had, at one time, served in different units of the same division, but in
one legend it wai stated that the division had been disbanded five months or so
before the time given in the other legend. And, although this was not ZIPPER's
fault, collated background material on the war-time organization of the Red Army
(which would have been useful to CAMPOSANTOS 2 and 4, who had never served in
it) was not available. This lack was, however, to a certain degree made up by
several informative lectures given to the trainees by GAM.

22. The obligatory issue-dates of the activists' post-war civilian docu-
mentation rewired that the not be conscripted until 1943 or late 1942 at the
earliest. This meant that employment legends had to be devised for this pre..
mobilisation period as well as for the post-demobilisation period. In the
interests of convenience and simplicity, the legends were arranged so that the
activists, after demobilization, returned to the same city in which they had
worked before their conscription. The employment legends were made up by the
CSOB Support Section and HQ, and were generally satisfactory. TOO city briefs,
however, (with exception of that on CHKALOV which was excellent) were far from
adequate in that they consisted of a semi-collated hodgepodge of WRIMER reports,
Air Force target briefs, and other, miscellaneous studies and materials. It is
hadd to understand why properly prepared briefs on Moscow and Leningrad, the
two principal cities iq_tp9t USSR are not yet available. It is felt that if the
purpose of city briefs ii. e" kept in mind by those responsible for their production,
viz., to provide REDSOX activists with the sort of information that a normal
resident could be expected to know, much wasted effort could be prevented, and
better briefs produced.

23. GAMPOSANTOS 2 0 4 and 6 were to have been provided with 1948 pasporta
and voennre hiletr from Leningrad, Chkalov, and Moscow respectively. Given the
well-known limitations of REDS4 documentation they were excellent.

d
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24. Area BrtennA and Study. During the course of their training the
trainee* read Soviet periodicale and listened to the Moscow radio to brief
themselvee aa . eurrent'events in. the USSR,' They :likewise studied CARGAJOU's
translation of the Centre's Handbook, CAMPOSANTOp 4 and 6, as former Soviet
citizens, had, of course, a basic knowledge of life in the SoViet Union and

heeded only. to be brought up to date on the many chaeges that have taken place
since the War. While cAmp03wro 2 1 5 knowledge of the USSR was adequate, it
was primari*y theoretical, and his incurably "Western" attitude made it diffi-
cult for him to enter into the spirit of SoViet actuality. Although they did

What they could, the cape officers, through their own lack of knowledge, were
unable to give the trainees a thorough and well-.organized course in Soviet.
actuality—and cAT,Lro0 ., the may one who could, was fully occupied with' another
training group. As mentioned earlier, CAVAN gave several valuable lectures on

the post-war Soviet Army and, incidentally, on living conditions in general.
It is particularly in the field of Soviet actuality that a Russian”manned'
presareading, collating and (larding service would be of great value. A basic
Soviet actuality loose-10.a! handbook could be prepared in Russian, and the'
press service could supplement it with periodical bulletins, Such a'Ser**ce
would, of course, also be of great value in the preparation of city briefs and
documentation.

25. Aside from the folder Weiesruthenien of the MilitUr-geographieehen
...jeLs."23,AnieunijoschenRu_saland, there was very little briefing material
available on Belorussia. Map coverage of the team's operations area (the
Minsk-Baranevidhi-Oshmiana triangle was provided by four sheets of the Gerean
11300,000 series which is more detailed than the AMS 501 1:250,000 series.

The base area was covered by a number of sheets of the GSh RKKA 11100,000
series. NO larger scale maps of the base area were , avaialable -s, and the use-
fulnese of these was impaired . by the fact that they were basically fifty years

.old with corrections made no later than the early 'thirties. At the field ts -
request, HQ. performed the extremely valuable service of printing both sets of

:nape on nylon. HQ also provided aerial photo coverage (unfortunately meager
and spotty) that proved valuable to the case officers and Air Section repres-
entatives in the final selection of a Dropping 'Strip, For security reasons

the operations area and base area were not revealed to the trainees until the
team left the MBA area. MAP study of the base area with GAMBISTA,2
self a native of it) was interrupted by the difficulties with GAMPOSANTO 2
that led.to the cancellation of the mission.
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26. riluipment. The problem of equipmemt proved to be an extrimmAy,

.vevatious one. On the one hand, the ease officers vented the team to have
everything it would need • to accomplish its mission, but on the other, deft-
ntte limitations of weightand bulk had to be conathred. To complicate- •
matters further, the -trainees' ideas' of what whey should take with '9i em
Often differed markedly from those of the case officers. Nventually, how-
ever, a more or less datisfectory compronise was reached.

27. Clearly, the most important item of . equipment was 0AMPOSANTO 2's
.14/T set, when.fully peeked for the drop, his RS-I:together with a spare
transmitter and receiver, a generator, spare . batteries and other .parts
weighed a formidable total of more than 100 lbs, By all Recounts, the RS-1
is a sturdy- and dependable set, but surely its weight. is excessive. Be-
cause of this, the case officers had originally fevered the RS-6, e much
lighter and more compact set; but reports of lie delicacy and =reliability
caused them finally to chootie the RS-1 as being more suitable despite its' heaviness.
Rene, indeed; is a fruitful MA for Ooneo Researoh* let them design a set
with the tightness of the RS-6 and the dependability of the 2S-1, But let
them first devote themselves to the even more pressing problee • of developing
a lightWeight generator to replace the /wry OA-58, a 264b. monster that was
never designed for clanlestine use in the first place,•

28. Once the W/V equipment was weighed in, an absolute maaimum of 200
lbs. was left over for all other itens;-and thie still meant approximately
100 lbs, per nano-a heavyweight for inexperienced jumpers (even with the
ICT-16 parachute), and one that could hardly- be carried far air appreciable
distance on the ground. Ideally 50 or 60 lbs. per man would be a more appro-
priate load, Since the team was to have set up altack base in a. forestourn-.
*swamp area, the Case Officers tried to include , everything that Would permit
such a base to be built and self-sufficiently maintained on a minimal-survival
basis until-local soureee of additional supplies could be found. Among the
items included were cooking and camping gear, ponchos a survival tent, a .
rubber boat, weapons and ammo, and numerous smaller a;ticles such ac mosquito
netting, knives, compasses, flashlights, fishing kits, dog repellanNete.
Many useful items had t)be left out to keep-the weight down, and still it was
high, In the matter of equipment selection, the case officers had to Play
by ear, so to speak, as none of them (with the partial exception ofL:
was in any sense an expert. The advice of HQ specialists memad have been
most welcome. The chief arguments with the trainees about equipment arose
over the question of weapons•and anmunition, The ease officers felt that
weapons should be used primarily for hunting (.22 pistol with silencer), and
if the activists were to take any other weapons (e.g., a sub-machine gun With
a purely nominal quantity of ammo), it was to be solely for psychological
reasons, since if the team were ever subjected to anarmed attack, the caper-

• ationelght as well be written off. The trainees, however, saw the problem
'in an entirely different light; they were Obsessed with the thoUght that
they would be ambushed, and consequently, wanted to take as many weapons
and as much ammo as possible--even at the expense of food andother necessary
items. 04MP0SANTO 4 10/110 the most obdurate: he twisted on taking 3000 rounds
Isom/r i ga/Imo (at 25 lbe. per 1000 rte.:). It took the combined efforts of

2 and the case officers to disabuse him of the notion that
-his principal lob was to kill as many Soviets AS possible before expiring
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gloriously beside his smoking Schmoisssr. Finally, reason prevailed, and a
eompromlte solution was reaehed--although neither the trainees nor the ease
officers were genuinely satiefied. Acaarding to the compromise, each man
was to have taken a Sdhmeisser, a 9 m/m Browning pistol, and a small 6.35
m/m pistol. Between them they were to have 500 rounds of 9 m/m ammo and a
emall quantity of 6.35 min ammo. Tn addition, there was a single .22 pistol
with silencer to be used for hunting and several boxes of ammo for it. Tn

'the opinion of the ease officers all of this was still far too much, but in
view of the . prevailing pre-despatch tension, no frther reduction was possible.
Inter, CAMPOSANTD A. vas discovered to have artfully concealed several hundred
more rounds of 9 mite ammo in his clothes.

29. The Wit. apparatus, equipnent, nape, :ammo,. weapons ( 14th the °veep-
.tion of the Schneissers, which were to have een carried in special Orimtle
Wasters) and money were all pa0ed ih jump bags mornted.on'packboarde.
Extra Schmeisser clips were to have been worn in ,special vests and the code
pads and signal plans as well as part of the money were to have been carried
in .Orimble money-belts. Over their shabby Soviet-type clothing, the activists
were to have worn modified AF sumer flying suits.

PROBITME AND MAOISM

30. Durtng the last month and a half of training, combined exercises in-
corporating an increasing number of the gUbjeots taught were given to the
traineea. These included post-drop assembly and parachute burial eyercises,
dead drop selection, OZ and reception problems, night compass marches and, of
course, V/T contacts.

31. To cep off the team's preparation and give them a final dry run that
would, as far as possible- OTTIlate conditions in the immediate. post-drop 	 .
piitiod;C" 7azxiL _ _porked out an elaborate six-day combined field
exercise .. anaelrom-ite training value, this exercise was intended to test
equipment and emergency rations under field conditiona l . to permit observation
of the trainees inactioa, and finally, to settle the acute problem of the team
leadership. The exercise was conducted in the Grafenwthr militsry manoeuvre_7
area, and was participated in by CAMBISTA 2 as well asC,_
Re and the case officers served merely as observers; once the 'broad ()Alines
of mission had been glveh to them, the details of all problems were worked out
among themselves, The exercise included everything from post-drop assembly;
parachute burial, forced night marches and rter crossings to base selection,
reception of air-dropped supplies t -clandestine meetings, scouting, surprise
raids., interrogation and the WiT exchange of enciphered W/T messages with
I	 jthrough . LIMBER. All in ell, the Orafenw8hr exercise . was felt to have
Eeen an unqualified success by everyone involved, and at least as far as the
present case officers are concerned,, it will serve as a model for future
training. -A detailed account of the exerese.prepared by/
as an annex to the present report.

MORALE AND DISCIPLINF

32. It mould not be an maggaration to say that AEQDOR I was plagued by
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morale and disciplinary problems almost from the start. As despatch-time
•approached,. crises and flaps succeeded one another vith increasing fre-
queney. They took various forms, but ail, in oneway- or another,. trmolved •
efforts to subvert discipline or exploit the goodwill of the AMcricano. To
ecne degree, these last-minute crises were brought on by the inevitable . pre's-
despatdh tension that affected ease officers and trainees alike. In large
measure however, they were provoked by . CAMPOSANTO 2, whose perverse and
intractable personality would have tried the. tempers of men far saintlier
than the ease officers. Bt he was not solely to blames the other trainees
were also at fealt y and.ao,. indirectly, were the case officers.

33. A the start of the training programme, the mile offters--avd • par-
ticularlyL	 .3-had made the milstAke of astuaina that a reasonable and .
conciliatory attitude towards the trainees vould, evoke a similar reervime
in them. But, intact, what restated from this policy was that CAMPOSANTO
2, like'Stalin„ exploited every concession and.compromiee and made of them
springboards for fresh provocation*. In the beginning, the compromises and
concessions seemed trifling, but as one followed the other, the case officers
eventually found that they had imperceptibly retreated into position where
each 'crisis admitted of only two solutions: either the mission was cancelled,
or, for the sake of harmony and the preservation of the mission, a new com-
promise had to be made. And since no crisis seemed important enough tuft,"
self to lustily cancellation of the mission, the case officers svalleved
their pride and appeased. Finally, in the flap-ridden week that preceded
the group's departure from CSOB/X, the case offibers compounded the errorje . their original attitude by edling in &Ogee ex maehisa in the shape of'

Owe GAMMA 2—and. through him, the trainees—realised that a
$lenipo/ntiary chief was available to settle their problems arectly, the
already weakensainosition of the ease officers became even more anomalous..
Who, after all, wants to deal with subalterns when the general is at hand?

34.. To what extent the disciplinary difficulties with the trainees
were due to the ease offiriera' soft policy and to What extent to the ftkard-
neee-of CAMPOSABTO 2, is a question that cannot readily be answered. In any-
case, the Acase officers are now convinced that softness and appeasement

. lead Witt) disaster.-in agent training as well as in polities. They have
•consequently subjected themselves to this somewhat painful mmaritikk.in
the hope that other case afters may profit by their .mistakes.

DISTRIBUTION:

2 - SR (w/1 att.) direct0 .a FX (10 att,) direct
2 - COS	 (wi'l att.) direct
3 - CSOB (MOB) wil att.)
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Annex to AmppLI Final Reports
E rents Leadine to the Oancellation of the Weldon

1. On 24 . April 1952 the training group vaamoved from the OSOBA area •
to safehonse near Munich where they were to be even their final briefing
prior te . departure for the staging area The next two' days were spent in the
study of their legends on the part of ciNPosAmps 4 and 6, and in final Oommo
briefing on the part of CANPOSANTO 2. CAMBISTA 2 arrived on the 25th, and on
the night of the 26th, he and the case officers took the trainees into Munich
for a last fling.

• 2. As some ambiguity still persisted conoernine the financial arrange-
ments for the team, the trainees requested that C	 Discuss the matter with
them in person. He arrived at 1800 on 27 April. Two points were raised by
CANPOSANTO .2, 'who acted as spokesman s a) the number of rubles to be taken by

•the team, and b) the question of their insurance and other emoluments.

3. The team had been given a total of 142,000 rubles, or 40,000 rubles
per man plus a reserve fund of 22,000 rubles, The trainees stated that accord-
ing to the calculations that they and CAMBISTA 2'had made, this-ernm .vonld not
be sUtficient, and asked that it be increased to at least 50,000 rubles per
man, 4 implied that, although their request might conceivably be
field, the fact of the matter was that there were simply no mere rubles available.
After some discussion the trainees accepted the situation.

.L The second point was not so easily disposed of. OAMPOSANTO 2 stated
that, according to his understanding (And that of CAMBISTA 2 and the other
trainees) the U.S. Government would pay $10,000 to each activist's beneficiary.
if he did not return from the mission or $10;000 t9. hits pfrsonally.if he did.
C4NF0SAM . 2 vented to know if this were likewiseL	 junderstanding.

( _	 „Jeplied that it was not and that, evidently, there had been some mis-
interpretation of the position he had taken in earlier of this matter with
CANBISTA 2. He then once more outlined the provisions of the financial ar.w.
rangements an amount equal to the salary of an American lieutenant was to be
placed monthly in an escrow account for each Activist while on miseloh and
an insurance payment would barnacle to the beneficiary designated by him shobld
he' riot return. He added that, although his Headquarters had not yet approved
it, he was cenfidet, that they would agree to the sue or sio,000. (It will be
recalled that when	

,,
at 	 interned OAMBIOTA 2 that he was not

authorized to pay more than 5;000 per man OA)PfBISTA 2 had offered to sign a
note for an additional $5,000. This was,, of course, a noble but tlningless
gesture as CAMBISTA 1 was the beneficiary of each trainee.) C: 	 vent on
to state that the Americans did not with in behave like the Germans but
sincerely wanted' to deal with the Belorussianson a basis of equality. CAMPO,-
SANTO 2, however, was unmoved by C	 :31rguménts and insisted that ,the
latter agree 'to the payment of 61 ,000 to each activist upon return. r	 7]
then interjected that this would, in effect, be a•bonus--thp sort orthing'
that was paid to spies and hirelings of Vali Street—and that, Clearly, the
present case was different; he and the other aetivists-were patriots, fighting
to deliver their homeland from the Sent yoke.1_	 still pursuing the
theme of eqpality, added that Americana in Korea, Who were fighting as much
in the common cause as CAMPOSANTO 2 and the other activists would be in
Belorussia, received no bonuses on return. CAMPOSANTO 2 said that he failed
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ta see the analogy and still persisted in his demand.u‘e 	 -T%hen went on to
point out that he and-CAMSISTA 2, thinking of the fut	 nes-linen at pains
to set forth the principle of equality in governing the relations between
the Americana and CAMB1STA 1. If he were now to relay this bonus demand on
to Washington, it might be interpreted in some quarters as an assertion on
the part of the Belorussians that, in effect, "Belorussians and Americans
are equal, but Belorussians are more equal". Such an interpretation, he
concluded, might have far-reaching effects on the question of further colla-
boration, This statement had a visible effect on CAMBISTA 2 who, no doubt,
saw all that he had worked for crumbling before his eyes. CAMYOSAOTO 2,
however, remained unmoved. The other trainees had, until then taken no part
ih the discussion. CAMPOSABTO 4 now announced that he was going to bed.
CAMPOSAATO 6 remained but said nothing. It was evident that neither of
them aided with CAMPOSAMTO 2. Tinally, when further arguments failed to
impress CARrOSANTO 2, it was suggested that the three trainees talk the
matter over separately. This was agreed to, and GAMPOSANT0S 2 and 6 fol-
lowed their comrade upstairs.

S. While they were gone0t r- iCAMBISTA 2 and the case officers held
a brief conference. It was de14ea taht for the sake of the mission
CANkOSANTO Vs demand would be acceded to. CAMBISTA 2 pleaded that this be
considered as an nxoeption, and that it not be allowed to affect future rola-
tions. , To this,/	 replied that he could offer no guarantee whatsoever.
It was agreed toal1 tlie trainees downstairs to hear the decision. (I -1warned, however, that he would tolerate no further demands on the part of
CAMPOSANTO 2. When the trainees returned and the decision was announced, an
effort was made to relieve the tenseness of the atmosphere by having a drink
or two and discussing other matters. Shortly, however, to the dismay of
CAMBISTA 2 and the disgust of everyone else, CANPWABTO 2 announced that
there were still a few minor matters to clear up "so that everything would
be in order"--a phrase that the case officers had come to recognize as in-
variably presaging some new unpleasantness. And indeed, the "minor matters"
turned out to be a demand that CAMPOcAIATO 2 1 s bonus be paid to his bankers,
in London before the team t s_deapatohl Showing what WAS (for him) remarkable
self-control under intolerable provocation,L,	-1patiently explained that
for security and technical reasons this was entirety out of the question.
GAMrOdANTO 2 then countered with the demand that the money be paid to him
.nersonally before his departure. This was absolutely the last straw; and

jconsequently terminated the discussion at this point.

6. AlthoughT--	;land CAMBISTA 2 continued to argue with
CAMPUSANTO 2 untin400 1 it was ear that the mission was lost. This was
not because of the unacceptability of CAMPOSANTO 2 1 s demands, but rather
because of the insolence of his behavior and his egotistical disregard not
only for the Americans but GAMIJISTh 1 as well had so incensed the other two
trainees that any future collaboration between them would have been impossible.
Even had OAMFWAITU 2 changed his mind, the case officers, under the circum.
stances, could not have permitted the team to be despatched.

Attachment to MLA*
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